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Chapter 1491: The First Battle (3) 

The people from the Longxuan Empire laughed. If that was the case, then the losses they would suffer 

from this battle would be pitifully small. With the exception of Sun Never Sets, they could reclaim all the 

complete cities in the eastern region. 

The people from the other three countries were depressed. Just as they were about to open the city 

gates to take over the city… 

The earth-shattering sound of gunfire echoed in an instant. 

The seventy plus cannons on the walls of Del City launched an attack at the same time! 

The rumble was like thunder. 

Cannonballs covered with flame descended from the sky and bombarded the four-nation alliance army 

that was crowded outside the city walls! 

The soldiers of the four-nation alliance were caught off guard. How could they have expected Del City to 

launch a fatal attack at that moment? 

Numerous artillery shells exploded on the ground. Fragments of artillery shells with blazing flames flew 

around like rain, flattening all the soldiers in the blast range in an instant! 

After the artillery shells exploded, the remnant flames on the ground did not let go of the invading 

enemies. The flames seemed to have been catalyzed as it started to spread wildly in all directions. Many 

soldiers who could not react in time were instantly engulfed by the flames. 

In an instant, wails of misery were heard amidst the sounds of the artillery fire. 

The commanders of the four armies were all stunned by the scene before them. 

“What’s going on? There are still humans in Del City? Damn it, didn’t Shen Yanxiao evacuate everyone?” 

Elder Wen angrily grabbed someone’s collar and fiercely asked. 

That person cried and said, “I… I don’t know. The spy did say that he saw with his own eyes that 

everyone had been evacuated to the main cities. Other than the five main cities, are all the cities 

empty?” 

“Empty? Open your eyes wide and take a look! If this city is empty, don’t tell me those cannons can 

attack by themselves?” Elder Wen was thoroughly enraged. If not for the information sent back by the 

spy, how could he possibly believe that Del City had become an empty city? 

If not, why would he rashly allow his soldiers to approach? 

“I honestly don’t know…” 

“Trash!” Elder Wen kicked him away. Even though the range of a cannon was limited, the armies of the 

Blue Moon Dynasty and the Seventh Kingdom were just below the city walls, and thus they had instantly 

become the best targets for artillery attacks. 



The continuous shooting of the seventy plus cannons was like a nightmare for those soldiers! 

In less than five minutes, thousands of bodies were piled up under the walls of Del City and the blazing 

flames mercilessly devoured those bodies as they burned. 

The surging heatwave wrapped around Del City like a living hell. 

The counterattack in Del City did not stop. Within ten seconds after the launch of the seventy plus 

cannons, the second volley followed. The continuous high-intensity shooting had directly caused the 

armies of the Blue Moon Dynasty and the Seventh Kingdom to wail like ghosts and howl like wolves. 

Jiang Wan narrowed his eyes and looked at the shells that were far more powerful than any other 

cannon shells he had seen. 

“Some of the shells are filled with kerosene.” Therefore, after the shells exploded, the flames would 

spread around wildly. 

However, Jiang Wan could not figure out how this cannon shell was forged? It was not that other 

blacksmiths did not have such thoughts, but no country had ever succeeded in creating one. 

But Shen Yanxiao did it? 

Chapter 1492: The First Battle (4) 

The armies of the Blue Moon Dynasty and the Seventh Kingdom were caught off guard and fled in panic. 

The other soldiers stared at the scene in shock. The aim of the artillery gradually followed according to 

the enemy’s retreat, not giving them any chance to escape. 

The fragments of the shells and the fire oil that splashed in all directions had all become the grim 

reaper’s scythe as it frantically reaped their lives. 

The allied forces of the four countries could only look on helplessly as the armies of the two countries 

were killed and wounded by the artillery. 

“Damn it! Drive the siege weapons over and blast this broken city into ruins!” Qu Xun angrily pulled on 

his deputy general’s collar. 

No one expected that the city that they thought was empty would suddenly launch a fierce 

counterattack. 

Elder Wen and Qu Xun’s oversight had directly caused more than ten thousand deaths. 

Ten thousand plus people was like a drop in the bucket for the four-nation alliance. After a moment of 

shock, the commanders of the four armies gave the order to attack at the same time! 

However, what made them vomit blood was that other than the seventy plus cannons, there were no 

other shadows in Del City. Furthermore, all the cannons were under excellent protection. If they wanted 

to destroy them, the four-nation alliance had to destroy the obsidian city walls! 

The durability of obsidian was enough to drive the leaders of the four countries crazy. 

Without a target, archers and magus would be useless. 



The melee swordsmen and knights could not even approach the city walls. If they dared to take a step 

closer, they would be smashed into meat paste by the cannons. 

Right now, their only support was the siege weapons! 

Siege weapons were extremely large, requiring brawny magical beasts to move them. 

The four countries had gathered thousands of siege weapons. It was the best choice to fight against 

artillery with siege weapons. 

More than a thousand siege weapons soon surrounded Del City as dense artillery shells frantically 

bombarded the city and its surroundings. 

The size of a siege weapon was not comparable to a cannon. 

With over a thousand siege weapons operating at the same time, such an attack was absolutely a 

nightmare. 

Thunderous roars sounded as shells bombarded the walls of Del City, but it did not leave a single 

scratch. 

The city walls that Shen Yanxiao had spent a huge sum of money to build were displaying their 

extraordinary value! 

The two sides faced off against each other. Flames shot in all directions and the deafening sound of 

cannonfire was simply unbearable. 

The distance between the siege weapons and the cannons were almost identical. The armies of the four 

countries hid behind the siege weapons. 

In Del City, Enchantress, who was responsible for leading the counterattack, narrowed her long and 

narrow phoenix eyes as she observed the opponent’s attack through the detection area. 

“We can’t hit them,” Enchantress sighed and said to Du Lang. 

They were responsible for the first line of defense in Del City. 

Du Lang frowned. “I didn’t expect the four countries to be so kind as to send out so many siege 

weapons. As long as there are siege weapons, we can’t cause any more casualties.” 

Enchantress bit her lips and narrowed her eyes as she looked at those huge siege weapons. 

“I’d like to see how many siege weapons they have to fight us! Tell all the demons to immediately shift 

their targets to those siege weapons. We must destroy a few of them before Del City is breached!” 

Chapter 1493: The First Battle (5) 

She must not allow these thousand plus siege weapons to enter the Sun Never Sets. Otherwise, it would 

be over! 

All the demons stationed at the fort had received Enchantress’ orders. They immediately shifted their 

targets and aimed at the siege weapons! 



The adjustment of the cannons’ target caused a moment of chaos in the four-nation alliance. The 

bombardment of the cannons caused heavy casualties to the soldiers in charge of the siege weapons. 

“Immediately send someone else up. I want to see how long they can last!” Elder Wen gnashed his teeth 

and said. 

As the death of soldiers increased, there were immediately new soldiers to fill in the gaps. The siege 

weapons were operating endlessly. Compared to before, there were simply too many casualties. 

The improvement of artillery shells mainly focused on group damage. Thus, its effect would be much 

weaker once they were to target an independent and sturdy siege weapon. 

A siege weapon would only be destroyed after firing it with cannon shells a few dozen times. 

During this period, the walls of Del City had suffered tens of thousands of bombardments and finally, 

hideous cracks appeared on the unshakable walls! 

The incomparably sturdy city walls had begun to shake from the bombardments! 

The appearance of the crack had boosted the morale of the four-nation alliance. Elder Wen and the 

others roared and made the siege weapons attack even more crazy. 

A dense barrage of attacks landed on the walls of Del City, creating a huge gap from the bombardments 

of the cannons. Three low-ranked demons stood on the exposed cannons in a panic, but they did not 

stop shooting. 

“It’s actually demons! Damn it! Magus and Archers, immediately slaughter those three demons!” The 

moment Qu Xun saw the demons that were exposed, he was furious. He had suffered such a huge loss, 

and the city walls only had three low-ranked demons. It was simply a huge disgrace. 

With a single order, thousands of archers and magus instantly blasted those three low-ranked demons 

who were guarding the fort into mincemeat. 

The three demons did not even have the chance to cry before they died without a complete corpse. 

Enchantress’s gaze stared fixedly at the exposed fort while her purple eyes were filled with blood vessels 

as she imprinted those three blood stains into her soul. 

“I will definitely kill them.” Enchantress tightly clenched her fist as fury burned on her seductive face. 

She had personally selected and trained the demons stationed in Del City. She knew that without her 

orders, those low-ranked demons would never leave the fort even if they knew they were going to die. 

“Enchantress…” Du Lang looked at Enchantress’s furious side profile. This was the first time he had seen 

Enchantress’ furious expression. 

“Let’s retreat.” Du Lang could not bear to see her like this. Under Enchantress’ cold eyes, the love she 

had for her kind was unbearable. 

Enchantress gritted her teeth and said, “I cannot retreat now. I promised the Lord that I would make the 

four-nation alliance pay the price in Del City. I cannot leave just like this. If those siege weapons were to 

reach the city, even Sun Never Sets would not be able to survive. I have to reduce their numbers here!” 



Enchantress closed her eyes amid the sounds of artillery fire. The smell of blood that belonged to 

demons spread throughout her nose, making her heart ache. 

However, they could not retreat. 

If they were to refuse, Sun Never Sets would be in danger, Shen Yanxiao would be defeated, and the 

demons would become existences that the Brilliance Continent would not tolerate. 

Chapter 1494: The First Battle (6) 

Rather than saying that the demons were fighting for Shen Yanxiao, it would be more accurate to say 

that they were fighting for their own survival. 

The four countries attacking the Forsaken Land indicated that the demons would be deprived of their 

last living space in the Brilliance Continent. 

If Shen Yanxiao won, then the demons would live. If Shen Yanxiao lost, then the demons on the 

Brilliance Continent would also face destruction! 

Enchantress could not retreat. She had to utilize the defenses of Del City to the extreme. She had to 

exchange the same number of siege weapons with these seventy plus cannons. Otherwise, she would 

not be able to face her own kind and Shen Yanxiao. 

Enchantress looked at Du Lang in surprise and revealed a bitter smile. 

“You didn’t have to come.” 

Del City was a city that Enchantress was responsible for. Du Lang’s mission was to guard Sun Never Sets, 

but he had followed her here. 

“I just want to say that if we can survive this war, Enchantress, are you willing to marry me?” Du Lang 

looked at Enchantress with a smile. At that moment, the mercenary revealed his inner thoughts. 

Enchantress was momentarily stunned. Soon after, she smiled and said, “If you are not afraid of being 

ridiculed by your own kind, I will marry you.” 

Du Lang did not say anything else and merely held Enchantress’s hand tightly. 

The defenses of Del City had been wantonly destroyed, and the attacking power of the siege weapons 

was shocking. Artillery was destroyed one after another, and none of the demons responsible for the 

cannons could escape. They had persevered until the destruction of the fort. The second before they 

were pierced by countless magic and arrows, they still stuck to their responsibilities, loaded shells, and 

fired! 

Even though they were the lowest-ranked demons, they had a certain degree of instinct. 

Other than obeying the orders of the advanced-ranked demons, they seemed to know that if they were 

to retreat at this very moment, their own kind would be massacred in the future! 

Therefore, they could not retreat nor did they dare to! 



In the blink of an eye, less than half of the seventy plus cannons on the walls of Del City had been 

destroyed and a huge gap had been created. 

Under the cover of the siege weapons, the armies of the four countries swarmed toward the gap in Del 

City like a flood. 

The earth quaked and the mountains shook. Roars and hooves struck Enchantress’ heart. 

“All demons, launch the final attack. Enter the tunnel in five minutes.” Enchantress closed her eyes. The 

city walls had been breached and they could no longer continue their attack. Once the armies of the 

four countries flooded into Del City, they would not be able to survive. 

The demons carried out their last-minute work. One minute before the allied forces of the four 

countries stepped into Del City, they reluctantly withdrew from the city walls and snuck into the 

underground city under Enchantress’ lead. 

Before they left, Enchantress set fire to all the cannons and shells. She even set a raging fire in Del City. 

Enchantress felt her heart heavy when she saw the familiar city being engulfed in flames. 

They would rather ruin everything than leave anything for the four-nation alliance! 

“I will definitely come back.” Enchantress looked at those destroyed cannons. Her subordinates had died 

without a burial ground there, and she did not even have the time to collect their corpses. 

“We will definitely win. I will come back with you.” Du Lang pulled Enchantress and entered the 

underground city. 

After they entered the underground city, Enchantress decisively pressed down the mechanism. In an 

instant, the connection between the underground city and Del City was blocked by a huge rock. The 

surrounding boiling molten iron flowed into it and the passage was completely sealed! 

Chapter 1495: The First Battle (7) 

Del City was engulfed in flames, and the alliance army of the four countries was instantly shocked by the 

flames before them. 

When they rushed into the city and looked for demons that attacked them, they did not find any traces 

of them. 

However, the moment they rushed into the fire and walked into the center of Del City, the entire city 

collapsed in an instant. Countless gravel pieces mixed with flames drowned out all the soldiers that 

entered the city. The magnificent city from a moment ago had instantly turned into ruins. 

The moment Enchantress left the underground city and entered other cities, she pressed down the 

mechanism to destroy the entire city, using everything in Del City to build a nightmare-like grave for the 

four-nation alliance. 

Del City had completely disappeared from the Forsaken Land. All that was left was a pile of stones and 

countless corpses. 

The blood evaporated away in the flames, releasing a disgusting smell. 



The four commanders, who had yet to experience the joy of victory, were stunned. 

Their souls trembled as they looked at the destruction of Del City, the burying of their soldiers, and the 

prosperity before them turning into dust. 

Del City was lost, but Shen Yanxiao did not leave a single brick or tile for the four-nation alliance. She 

built this city single-handedly, and the moment it was about to change owners, she asked Enchantress 

to personally destroy it. 

Even if Shen Yanxiao was defeated, she would not leave a single intact city for the four countries. Even if 

she were to die on the battlefield, she would bring everything to hell! 

“Damn it, this is our result?” The usually calm Jiang Wan could not help but curse when he saw the 

destruction of Del City. 

How could he have expected that Shen Yanxiao would do such a thing so decisively? 

If the city were to fall, she would destroy it without leaving any leeway. 

The four-nation alliance had sacrificed tens of thousands of lives and exhausted dozens of siege 

weapons to take down the city, but all that was left was ruins. 

“Have we won the first battle?” Shi Heng looked at the scene with a bitter smile. 

After a day of fighting, their alliance lost more than fifty siege weapons and thirty thousand lives. In the 

end, nearly a hundred thousand people were buried in Del City. The seemingly victorious battle cost 

them hundreds of thousands of men, but what they got in the end was a piece of ruin. 

How could a city wall that collapsed with a bang and a city that had sunk into the ground be a victory 

spoil? 

This was simply mocking them! 

“Shen Yanxiao is not an easy opponent.” Shi Heng shook his head and sighed. In his mind, the alliance 

between the four countries had been defeated. 

They did not obtain anything after they sacrificed hundreds of thousands of people and lost more than 

fifty siege weapons. On Shen Yanxiao’s side, she only lost dozens of low-ranked demons and a city that 

did not belong to her. 

It was obvious who would win. 

She would rather die than to live in dishonor. How ruthless! 

“Leader, what should we do now?” Luo Xuan swallowed his saliva. The shock of this battle was too 

much. 

Shi Heng said, “What should we do? Do as you see fit. In any case, Del City does not belong to our God 

Wind Alliance. It doesn’t matter if it’s destroyed. Let’s check the casualties of our brothers first.” 

Shi Heng did not finish his sentence. He was wondering if Shen Yanxiao intended to destroy all the cities 

if she were to fail in the confrontation. 



Thinking of this, Shi Heng could not help but shiver. 

If that was the case, Shen Yanxiao must be crazy. 

Chapter 1496: The First Battle (8) 

The victory of the four-nation alliance did not bring joy to anyone. 

Even Qu Xun, who had always been arrogant, felt that he had suffered a huge loss. The only thing he 

rejoiced about was that Del City did not belong to the Blue Moon Dynasty. The people of the Longxuan 

Empire should feel heartache to see it destroyed. 

After the battle ended, the four-nation alliance began to reorganize themselves. 

Enchantress and Du Lang snuck into the passage and returned to Sun Never Sets with the remaining 

demons. 

“My lord, I was incompetent and failed to destroy a few more siege weapons.” As soon as Enchantress 

appeared in the City Lord’s Mansion, she knelt on one knee and apologized to Shen Yanxiao. 

Shen Yanxiao immediately stood up and helped Enchantress up. 

“I am already surprised that you can accomplish this much.” When Du Lang and the rest returned, they 

had already reported the situation of the four-nation alliance to Shen Yanxiao. 

Shen Yanxiao was shocked when she heard that. 

According to Xiu, city walls built with obsidian should not have been breached in such a short amount of 

time. 

“Are the siege weapons that powerful? They could actually break the city walls built with obsidian in one 

day?” Shen Yanxiao was very concerned about this news. 

Yang Xi looked at Shen Yanxiao and said, “It’s rare for Del City to be able to hold on for a day with more 

than a thousand siege weapons. If it were an ordinary city wall, it would only take an hour for a hole to 

be created.” 

“Xiu once told me that human siege weapons are not that strong.” Shen Yanxiao said. 

Yang Xi sighed and said, “If my memory serves me right, the War God had entered a deep slumber 

nearly ten thousand years ago. His understanding of human siege weapons should still be at the level of 

the past.” 

Shen Yanxiao was surprised and immediately understood Yang Xi’s meaning. 

Xiu had been in a deep sleep, so it was impossible for him to have a real-time understanding of human 

weapons. 

It was not unusual for humans to develop more powerful weapons after thousands of years. 

“It seems like we have to find a way to destroy those siege weapons. If we allow them to reach Sun 

Never Sets, I’m afraid Sun Never Sets will not be able to withstand it for long.” Shen Yanxiao touched her 

chin. She did not know much about siege weapons. 



“Even though the destructive power of a siege weapon is very strong, it has a fatal weakness.” As the 

successor of a forging family, Yang Xi immediately said. 

“What weakness?” 

“Their movements are slow. As the siege weapons are too large, the progress of the army would be very 

slow. According to Enchantress and the others, the four-nation alliance is using magical beasts to 

transport the weapons. Even then, their speed will not be very fast. Moreover, the range of the siege 

weapons is fixed and cannot be adjusted like artillery. Therefore, once the siege weapons are destroyed, 

their army will be ineffective,” Yang Xi said. 

“You mean, we should launch a sneak attack on the siege weapons?” Tang Nazhi raised his eyebrows. 

He liked the word ‘sneak attack ‘. 

“In theory, yes. But do you think the four-nation alliance are fools? They must have a tight watch over 

the siege weapons. I’m afraid it won’t be easy for us to sneak in. Moreover, even if we could sneak in 

and destroy a siege weapon, it would immediately attract their attention, making it difficult to attack 

them again.” Qi Xia shook his head. Tang Nazhi’s method was not feasible. 

Shen Yanxiao said nothing. She merely narrowed her eyes and pondered if there was a way to destroy 

the siege weapons of the four-nation alliance. 

The destructive power of the siege weapons was too great. If they could not destroy the siege weapons 

before they arrived at Sun Never Sets, then it would be a disaster for Shen Yanxiao and the rest. 

Chapter 1497: Chaos (1) 

The army of the four-nation alliance advanced toward Sun Never Sets at a rapid pace. They had 

conquered four cities in fifteen days, but all of them had turned into ruins without exception. 

During the fifteen days of battles, the four-nation alliance seemed to have been tortured over and over 

again. Their seemingly victorious results did not allow them to gain any advantage. 

They did not get any spoils of war and the number of enemies they killed was probably less than a 

hundred. Moreover, it was only some low-ranked demons that died each time. They did not even see a 

single intermediate-ranked demon. 

In contrast, the four-nation alliance had lost more than two hundred siege weapons in the past fifteen 

days, and the death count had exceeded three hundred thousand. 

Using more than two hundred siege weapons and 300,000 lives to exchange for four ruins, was this 

considered a victory? 

In the army of the four-nation alliance, everyone had the urge to vomit blood. 

They wished they could drag Shen Yanxiao out of Sun Never Sets and ask her if this was a war! 

It’s fine if you don’t come out and fight with us, but you even let low-ranked demons stay in the cities 

and order them to bombard us! How can you torture us like this! 

Do you dare to have a fair fight with us? 



The four-nation alliance wanted to cry. Even if Shen Yanxiao were to fight a bloody battle with them 

with millions of demons, it would be better than this. 

That was the most frustrating war they had ever experienced. 

After fighting for half a month, the demons on the other side were killed by long-range attacks. Many of 

them could not even touch the enemy’s clothes. 

It was one thing to fight to their heart’s content, but could they leave some spoils of war for them? 

What was with the pile of ruins? 

The enthusiasm of the commanders of the four countries had been worn down by the strange battle in 

the Forsaken Land. 

They felt that they had been fooled by Shen Yanxiao. 

Furthermore, they had been tricked to the extent that they had no room to fight back. 

They could only brace themselves and ready their siege weapons to occupy the next city. 

However, no matter how luxurious and sturdy that city walls were, it would become a wasteland after 

their victory. 

The amount of manpower and resources they had expended was not even comparable. 

Such a psychological blow was more terrifying than a physical blow. 

Standing in the Forsaken Land, Jiang Wan looked at the next city not far away and could not muster up 

any enthusiasm. 

“We have to pass through at least seven cities to reach Sun Never Sets. If this continues, I’m afraid there 

will only be five hundred siege weapons left when we arrive at Sun Never Sets.” 

Shi Heng stood by Jiang Wan’s side. Their personalities were somewhat similar. After the previous few 

setbacks, Shi Heng and Jiang Wan had formed a temporary alliance in private. In order to prevent too 

many losses in this battle, they had no choice but to put aside their prejudice against each other and 

stand together to discuss. 

“Is there no other way to avoid it?” Shi Heng frowned. Even though five hundred plus siege weapons 

were not a small number, it was said that Sun Never Sets was the sturdiest city in the Forsaken Land. He 

did not feel safe with those five hundred over siege weapons. 

Jiang Wan shook his head. “Leader Shi Heng should be well aware that we know nothing about the 

layout of Sun Never Sets. Other than Shen Yanxiao’s confidants, no outsiders can enter. No one knows 

how strong Sun Never Sets is, and the path we have chosen is the shortest.” 

Chapter 1498: Chaos (2) 

If they chose any other paths, they would have to pass through many more cities. 

“But why do I feel that it will be difficult to rely on these siege weapons? Shen Yanxiao seems to have 

many mythical beasts under her command and the Broken Star Palace does not intend to take action 



personally. We do not have a good method to deal with those mythical beasts.” Shi Heng felt a 

headache. 

Jiang Wan said, “I’m not worried about those mythical beasts. This time, the four-nation alliance has 

brought over 24 mythical beasts. No matter how many mythical beasts Shen Yanxiao has, we can still 

block them. What I’m afraid of is Shen Yanxiao.” 

“Her?” Shi Heng looked at Jiang Wan in surprise. 

Jiang Wan said, “You are not from the Longxuan Empire, so you do not know much about Shen Yanxiao. 

She is an extremely terrifying girl, so much so that you might not be able to imagine it. Two to three 

years ago, she was still the Vermilion Bird Family’s disgrace, a trash that could not train in magic or 

battle aura. However, two to three years later, she became an existence that could shock the four 

countries. Including me, no one knows how many cards she has.” 

Shen Yanxiao’s terrifying aspect was that they could never guess how much strength she had concealed. 

“I don’t think we can take her down with just our siege weapons. A girl who has the courage to destroy 

several cities is definitely not someone easy to deal with. I’m afraid there aren’t many among us who 

can compare to her decisiveness and ruthlessness.” Jiang Wan’s tone was not very good. Not only did 

the victory during this period not make him feel any joy, but it also made him more worried about the 

final battle. 

Shi Heng narrowed his eyes and said nothing. 

“Leader Shi Heng, I have an idea. I wonder if you are willing to cooperate.” 

“Please speak.” 

“I would like to request for you to strive to transport a new batch of siege weapons from the 

Brotherhood Alliance of the God Wind Alliance.” Jiang Wan said. 

“What?” 

“If this continues, we will not have enough siege weapons when we attack Sun Never Sets. If we can 

mobilize more siege weapons, I believe it will be foolproof. I will talk to Elder Wen and Marquis Qu Xun 

about this later. We have already made such a huge move. If we cannot completely eradicate Shen 

Yanxiao, then her survival will become the nightmare of our four countries. We have destroyed so many 

of her cities. Once she regains her breath, she will certainly launch a crazy counterattack against our four 

countries. Therefore, we must eliminate her completely this time.” There was an indescribable fear of 

Shen Yanxiao deep down. 

After struggling on the battlefield for dozens of years, he knew that he had to eliminate an opponent 

like Shen Yanxiao in one go. 

Otherwise, her future revenge was absolutely not something they could bear. 

Jiang Wan’s words caused Shi Heng to fall into deep thought. 

“I promise you, I will try to send a letter back.” Shi Heng took a deep breath and agreed to Jiang Wan’s 

request. 



Others might not understand, but Shi Heng was well aware that they were standing on the opposite side 

of Shen Yanxiao. Whether they won or lost, the hatred between them had been sown. 

Either Shen Yanxiao would be sent to hell, or it would be their disaster. 

After receiving Shi Heng’s response, Jiang Wan smiled. He did not notice that Long Yue who was a few 

steps away had been staring at him with a taut face. The conversation between him and Shi Heng had 

fallen into Long Yue’s ears without missing a single word. 

Long Yue narrowed his eyes and looked at the gray sky. 

Chapter 1499: Chaos (3) 

Inside Sun Never Sets, Shen Yanxiao received repeated reports from the front line. Cities were destroyed 

one after another. She was expressionless, and there was no fluctuation in her eyes. 

The last line of defense of every city was completed by a high-ranked demon and a human. They 

witnessed the destruction of their city with their own eyes and destroyed the city they once built. 

When a city was destroyed, the retreating demons and humans would always look sad. 

This was their homeland, the fruit of their hard work. Right now, they had no choice but to destroy it 

with their own hands. How could they not feel pain? 

Inside the City Lord’s Mansion, Qi Xia and the rest looked at Shen Yanxiao. They had a clear 

understanding of the situation during the past half month. The destruction of the cities had planted 

seeds of hatred in Shen Yanxiao’s heart. They all understood that this extremely protective little kid was 

not unmoved. 

Instead, they were waiting. 

Waiting for the day of revenge! 

“Have the people sent to the frontline arrived yet?” Shen Yanxiao turned to ask Qi Xia after she finished 

looking at the report. 

“Sleep Wolf and Magic Wolf have infiltrated the armies of the Blue Moon Dynasty and the Seventh 

Kingdom. They should be able to pay attention to the movements of the four-nation alliance in real 

time,” Qi Xia said. 

They already knew that the four countries had planted spies in the Forsaken Land, but they could not 

find those spies. 

Since this was the case, she would give them a taste of their own medicine. Thus, Shen Yanxiao had also 

sent Sleep Wolf and Magic Wolf to infiltrate the four-nation alliance. With them there, she did not have 

to worry about not knowing the movements of the four-nation alliance. 

“Sleep Wolf has asked his magical beast to send back the news. The four-nation alliance is very angry 

about the battle during this half month.” Qi Xia said. 

“Angry? I don’t mind aggravating them more.” Shen Yanxiao sneered. 



They did not have the ability to take advantage of her. 

“Even though some of their siege weapons have been destroyed, there is still a large number of them 

left. Even if we were to use the few cities at the back to wear down a portion of them, it would still be 

terrifying for Sun Never Sets. Moreover, according to the information Sleep Wolf sent back, Jiang Wan 

seemed to have secretly found Elder Wen and Qu Xun two days ago. He did not manage to find out what 

they discussed, but it seems to be related to the siege weapons.” 

“Have Sleep Wolf and Magic Wolf figure out their plans.” Shen Yanxiao narrowed her eyes. 

“Xiaoxiao, how do you intend to deal with the siege weapons?” Qi Xia propped his chin and looked at 

Shen Yanxiao. For the past few days, Shen Yanxiao seemed to be thinking about this problem. 

Shen Yanxiao said, “We can’t let them transport it near Sun Never Sets. Otherwise, we won’t be able to 

fight this war.” Even if they had artillery as their cover, they could not ensure the integrity of the city 

walls. Sun Never Sets had the magic arrays of the devils, and their defenses were extremely strong. This 

was their last line of defense. Once it was breached, it would be over. 

“But how should we deal with those thousand plus siege weapons?” Qi Xia also had a headache. 

Not to mention that there were too many of them, the durability of the siege weapons was also 

astonishing. Minor magic spells could not harm its foundation, so only large magic spells could damage 

it. Furthermore, it required continuous volleys of such spells. 

Shen Yanxiao sneered and said, “In any case, they will not be arriving in Sun Never Sets soon. The few of 

you, follow me to the camp of the four-nation alliance and stroll around. Let’s get rid of a few siege 

weapons first.” If they could not destroy all the weapons in one go, they would go there a few more 

times and get rid of as many as they could. 

“Just the six of us?” Tang Nazhi quirked his brow. 

“Yes, just the six of us.” Shen Yanxiao nodded. 

Chapter 1500: Shen Yanxiao’s Plot (1) 

“You’re too bold!” Tang Nazhi glared at Shen Yanxiao, wondering if she had gone crazy! 

The military camp of the four-nation alliance had three million men! 

Once they were discovered, six of them would just drown in their saliva. 

“Xiaoxiao, your idea is a little radical. The four-nation alliance will certainly guard the siege weapons 

well. We know that you have the ability to sneak past them soundlessly, but you have to know that the 

resilience of every siege weapon is dozens of times stronger than artillery. Even if the six of us were to 

launch an all-out attack, we can only cripple them at most unless Qi Xia uses large-scale magic spells. 

However, there would be magical fluctuations when a large-scale magic spell is used. At that point, it 

would be easy for them to discover us.” Yang Xi could no longer remain calm. He felt that Shen Yanxiao 

must have gone crazy from anger. 



“We will be discovered if we destroy a single siege weapon. At that time, we will be forced to retreat. At 

that time, it will not be easy to kill our way out from an army of three million men.” Yan Yu sighed. Shen 

Yanxiao’s plan this time was too extreme. 

“A single siege weapon in exchange for a bloody battle is not worth it.” Li Xiaowei also shook his head. 

Qi Xia was not in a hurry to express his opinion. He merely stared at Shen Yanxiao thoughtfully. 

Shen Yanxiao blinked and looked at Qi Xia. 

Qi Xia chuckled. “If my guess is right, you must have other plans.” 

Shen Yanxiao smiled and an evil smile curled on her rosy lips. 

“You know me best.” 

With that said, she shot a glance at her four comrades who were eager to object. Her eyes were filled 

with sadness as if she was accusing them of not understanding her. 

When they saw Shen Yanxiao’s smile, Yan Yu and the others could not help but wonder if they had 

thought things through too simply. 

It seemed like their little overlord had never done anything on the losing end. 

“Xiaoxiao, let us know if you have any tricks up your sleeves. Don’t make us nervous,” Tang Nazhi said. 

Shen Yanxiao was very cooperative… 

“Creak.” 

“…” 

“…” 

“…” 

“…” 

The faces of Tang Nazhi and the rest turned black while Qi Xia, who was fortunate enough to escape, 

revealed a crafty smile. 

“Can we still have a good time?” Tang Nazhi wanted to cry. Shen Yanxiao was still interested in teasing 

them at a time like this? 

Shen Yanxiao smiled and said, “Alright, I won’t tease you anymore. You should have noticed that I 

haven’t been out for the past half month, right?” 

The five beasts nodded in unison. 

Shen Yanxiao had been sitting alone in her room for the past few days, with the exception of appearing 

occasionally when she picked up the news report. No one knew what she was up to. 

Shen Yanxiao continued. “As a matter of fact, I am researching a method to deal with those siege 

weapons.” 



“What method?” The Five Beasts looked at Shen Yanxiao with shining eyes. 

Shen Yanxiao hooked her fingers at the five beasts and their heads immediately moved towards her. 

Shen Yanxiao softly told her friends the method she thought of. 

The expressions of Qi Xia and the rest were first filled with surprise, then doubt, and finally shock. 

“You… are you sure this method is feasible?” Qi Xia raised his brow. Towards Shen Yanxiao’s shocking 

method, he was filled with expectations. 

“I experimented with an apple and the results were pretty good,” Shen Yanxiao smiled and said. 

“Apple…” The Five Beasts were speechless. Could a comparison be made between an apple and a siege 

weapon? 

 


